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The First Threads for the Bridge to the New Covenant 

By Abd-ru-shin  (transcript) 

 

Through the Grace of God creation has been anchored anew to the Light in fulfillment of all genuine 

prophecies that have reached humanity thus far. This happening which in recent times brought 

fulfilment upon fulfilment without humanity noticing any of it, arose at first spiritually,  animistically and 

ethereally, but will soon enter gross-materiality as the Final Judgment, i.e. the end of the Judgment. This 

end is at the same time the beginning of the New Kingdom of God which, purified of anything false and 

dark, will blossom forth. This anchorage of Creation in the Light could only develop through a solid 

bridge which God built between Himself and all creatures. This provides the possibility of the New 

Covenant for the human souls that serve their God in the right manner! 

But only for those! Anything else will no longer find nourishment in Creation; nothing else can continue 

to exist therein. It will be disintegrated, destroyed.  In the future only humble volition will still be able to 

find connection with the radiations which, from the Light, now rule and radiate throughout Creation. 

Anything that does not find connection in this way will no longer be sustained.   

.This happening, like anything great is simple in its working on the tracks of inexorable Primordial 

Creation Laws with an absolutely irresistible power which will remain unfathomable  to the human 

brain.  God built the bridge to a new covenant after the old covenant was destroyed by humanity itself 

in the murder of the Son of God! Since that day you were no longer connected with God Himself, rather 

you were left with the Word alone as your aid and support for the time when the consequences of your 

false activity had to take effect upon you yourselves until the Final Judgment. You, however, in your 

arrogant know-it-all attitude, have made impure the Word which could have been the way out of the 

swamp and mud for you. You have mutilated and distorted It. You have misinterpreted It and your 

teaching was false so that It could no longer serve the purpose for which It was given to you. 

Thus mankind today , has lost its way,  is confused, disheartened, incapable of discerning truth from 

deception and  distrusts and opposes with hostility everything that is new to them; and in the same way 

they confront the One Who comes from the Truth. But God built the new bridge from out of the Light 

with His high Power and Wisdom into the midst of the world chaos already for the time of the 

approaching Final Judgment so that all those can find salvation upon it who willingly submit to the Light, 

which is the only way for them to become strong within themselves and to awaken to the new joyous 

existence!  

The bridge stands immovable and lets the Light pass through unstoppably to the farthest parts of the 

entire Creation! The Light is victorious, dominant, fortifying and invigorating so that darkness can no 

longer remain therein.  Indescribable Divine Wisdom firmly anchors Creation to the Light. It is one of the 

most artful and perfect fabrics of the basic thread from which ever new threads extend downward in a 

thousand graduations, interweaving and forming a tapestry which holds all of Creation. 

The Lord sent out the Son of Man as the cornerstone of the new bridge to Creation. Upon His entry into 

Creation, which is at the highest boundary of the Pure-Spiritual of the Primordial Creation in the Grail 

Castle, the mystery of connecting the Son of Man with the Pure-Spiritual was accomplished.  As the   
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mediator God chose the Primordial Mother Elisabeth who sits enthroned as Queen of womanhood for 

the entire creation. She is he virgin who Isaiah prophesied would bring the Son of Man to Creation. 

Thus for   the fulfilment of this Divine prophecy the first thread was laid for the fabric of a new covenant 

which God grants to the chosen humanity; it is the first pillar of the bridge to the Light for all who want 

to be saved upon it. At the same time, however, it is the sword which separates everything, judging and 

destroying all that is dark, protecting all that yearns for the pure Light. 

A part of Him was separated so as to stand beside the Sword of Judgment as Maria, the embodiment of 

the purest Divine Love, to heal the wounds that the sword must inflict on those who are are only to be 

punished but not destroyed! 

Thus one spirit works simultaneously through two human bodies on earth as in all world parts and on 

high in the castle in the Pure-Spiritual sphere. Upon transition into the Divine sphere, however, both 

parts must always unite to be as it was originally. Thus from God came – Imanuel. 

Upon transition into the Pure-Spiritual sphere Elisabeth, the Primordial Mother of Creation, added a 

Pure-Spiritual part.  Then followed the mystery of the separation of Maria. Only then was it possible for 

the actual mission to begin, since the Son of Man must remain free of karma in His high activity. 

The part that is Maria proffers the great love and her healing as a balance to the necessity of the sword 

to inflict wounds. Thus the primordial law of absolute equilibrium in reciprocal action is being fulfilled 

continuously in one „I“  albeit working through two bodies. 

 Up-building then continued and the human spirit who had developed in Subsequent Creation and who 

as the only one in all of Creation received a spark from the Divine realm, was raised up. To this end the 

spirit had to die on earth while at the same time being held, so that the body could remain alive on 

earth, allowing the spirit still to work through it while it already dwells in luminous heights: Irmingard 

the Pure Lily. 

With this the first thread was gathered from Subsequent Creation which was able to connect in the 

Pure-Spiritual with IMANUEL and MARIA in order to form , in this connection, the spiritual Trigon which 

sends its radiation downward for the earthly fulfillment!  

Irmingard’s spirit now had to stay on high in the Grail Castle since the spark that was added to her from 

the Divine Realm enables it to remain conscious in this great height and holds it in its power. Otherwise, 

because of the lasting connection with the earthly body, Her spirit would not have been able to maintain 

Itself in this height but would have been drawn back toward the earth into the gross-material body. 

In Subsequent Creation a human spirit received the power to ascend and connect with the threads of 

the Trigon while he was still on earth: “the White Knight“. 

His absolute loyalty and uprightness opened the way for him and provided the possibility for the 

spiritual Trigon to make a necessary connection. He is the first pillar which on the side of this 

Subsequent Creation holds the bridge spanning to the gross-material world. 

In this way the connection was now made so as to send a Primordially Created One from the Pure-

Spiritual sphere down into Subsequent Creation to this earth in the gross-material world to provide a 
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balancing effect in the back and forth weaving. For this purpose an earthly body was now transformed: 

Alexander. 

 First the earthly human spirit inhabiting this earthly body had to leave his dwelling and pass over into 

the ethereal world for his further ascent while at the same time the Primordially Created One took 

possession of the earthly body. The Primordially Created One is the embodiment of true heroism for the 

Creation 

In the Pure-Spiritual Realm he is called „Lion“ and he will bear this name later in his activity on earth. 

Thus under the protection of the Divine Will the threads wove back and forth  between the Light, 

Primordial Creation and all of Subsequent Creation in order to provide the foundation for the bridge 

which is to form now for eternity, and upon which the radiation of Divine Light pours even more 

intensely! 

And issuing from this foundation thousands of threads will now stretch throughout all of Creation. The 

fabric is untearable, its meshes ordained by God’s Wisdom Itself. 

Human spirits can understand this only in images since the happening itself is far beyond the 

comprehensive capacity of the human spirit! Thank the Lord who in His Grace wants to help you 

therewith so that you may continue to exist. 

Amen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


